Chapter 19
Revelation 19:1 And after these things I heard a GREAT
VOICE of MUCH PEOPLE {being the much rebellious
people standing while as a spirit/ghost} in HEAVEN
{heaven represents the lifted up to the sky super volcano
where the judgment is happening}, saying, ALLELUIA
{after the much people see the visions and oracles written
on the scroll of life replay what is written in Chapter 18
concerning the destruction of the USA's capital and
nation}; Salvation, and glory, and honor, and power,
unto the Lord our God {God/seventh plagued angel who
recreates/replays each generation according to the visions
and oracles written on each scroll. Hence when the
seventh plagued angel reveals what is written on the last
scroll/scroll of life, all things that happened in the last
generation, new Earth, and time of the judgment are
recreated just as they had happened}:
The great voice of much people represents the rebellious
creatures (rebellious people) who will be standing as a
spirit (ghost) outside new Jerusalem around the lifted-up
to heaven super volcano. After the world was covered in a
flowing lake of lava, these rebellious people will have
manifested as many spirits outside new Jerusalem at the
beginning of the judgment. They will have be standing as
spirits to view the events that happened in each
generation, as recorded by the two witnesses (Michael and

Gabriel) on all the books (scrolls) and last book/scroll of
life. These spiritual books represent the memory of
Michael and Gabriel. When the seventh plagued angel
reveals what is written on the scroll of life, the seventh
plagued angel replays what happened in the last
generation. including the destruction of the USA's capital
and nation as written in Revelation Chapter 18. At the
time Revelation, Chapter 18 is being recreated, the much
rebellious people mentioned in Revelation 19:1 will be in
agreement what the seventh plagued angel is replaying.
The much rebellious people standing as spirits proclaim
that the seventh plagued angel's (God/re-creator) written
visions and oracles are of salvation, glory, honour, and
power.
The seventh plagued angel is the God of the much
rebellious people because they will have manifested as
spirits according to the visions and oracles written on the
seventh plagued angel (who represents the last small part
of the scroll of life) by Michael (first witness) and Gabriel
(last witness).
*******
Revelation 19:2 For TRUE and RIGHTEOUS are HIS
{seventh plagued angel's} JUDGMENTS {as witnessed
and written on the last small part of the scroll of life by
Michael and Gabriel}: for HE {seventh plagued angel}
hath JUDGED the GREAT WHORE {USA’s capital and

nation}, which did CORRUPT the EARTH {spiritual
Canaan where the union of nations are situated} with
HER FORNICATION {business a usual by continuing to
allow the union of nations to place their
substance/merchandise within her wide open gates even
though she was being warned of the super volcano's
imminent explosion}, and hath AVENGED the BLOOD
of his SERVANTS {two witnesses, messengers, and
saints) at her HAND {the hand which killed the servants
that warned her}.
The great voice of the much rebellious people viewing the
judgment will agree that the seventh plagued angel's exact
replay of the destruction of the USA's capital and nation is
true and righteous. The seventh plagued angel shows the
judgment which the great whore (USA's capital) and her
nation received after the super volcano exploded. The
much rebellious people are shown how the great whore
and her nation corrupted the union of nations with her
ideals that she envisioned for the world's future. The
rebellious people standing as spirits outside new
Jerusalem during the judgment will see how the fulfilled
written visions and oracles concerning the rising of the
seventh plagued angel (which the great whore and her
nation rejected before her destruction) will have avenged
the death of the two witnesses (written on the scroll of
life) and the servants, who were killed at the hand of the
great whore (USA's capital). The servants of the seventh

plagued angel will have believed the visions and oracles
(mark of God/seventh plagued angel) concerning the
rising of the seventh plagued angel from the swelled to
heaven bottomless pit over the visions and oracles (mark
of the beast) that the USA envisions for the world's future.
*******
Revelation 19:3 And again THEY {much rebellious
people standing as spirits/ghosts} said, ALLELUIA. And
HER {referring to the USA’s capital and nation, which is
here likened to the destruction of Sodom} SMOKE {of
her burning by an overflowing and spreading lake of fire}
rose up for ever and ever {as far as the eye can see}.
The much rebellious people will say alleluia to the visions
and oracles of the seventh plagued angel (God's), who is
showing the destruction of the great whore (USA's capital)
and her nation. The smoke of the USA's ruling capital and
her nation's burning by an overflowing and spreading lake
of fire will rise up as far as the eye can see.
*******
Revelation 19:4 And the FOUR and TWENTY ELDERS
{representing the second group of redeemed} and the
FOUR BEASTS {first group of redeemed} FELL
DOWN and worshipped God {risen seventh plagued
angel} that SAT on the THRONE {great white throne of
intense white light above the swelled to heaven super

volcano reigning over the destroyed kingdom of latter day
Babylon}, saying, Amen; Alleluia.
After the much rebellious people have praised the seventh
plagued angel's written visions and oracles that showed
the destruction of the USA's capital and nation, the 24
elders (representing the second group of redeemed) and
the four beasts (representing the first group of redeemed)
worship the seventh plagued angel (God). At that time, the
seventh plagued angel is shown how he rose from the
swelled to heaven bottomless pit to sit on the great white
throne. The great white throne represents the intense light
emanating from the overflowing and spreading lake of
fire.
*******
Revelation 19:5 And a VOICE {voice of the ending of the
sixth plagued angel as the seventh plagued angel was
beginning to be fulfilled} came out of the throne, saying,
PRAISE OUR GOD {seventh plagued angel}, all ye his
SERVANTS {referring to the first group and second group
of redeemed}, and YE {great multitude being the third
group of redeemed} that FEAR {by believing} HIM
{seventh plagued angel}, both SMALL and GREAT.
During the time of the judgment, the review of the scroll
of life's visions and oracles, as written on the seventh
plagued angel, replay the time when the scroll of life's

visions and oracles revealed the fall of the USA's capital
and nation. At that time, the ending of the sixth plague's
voice says to the servants (representing the first group and
second group of redeemed) and the great multitude (third
group of redeemed) to praise the risen seventh plagued
angel, who caused the complete fall of the USA's capital
and nation. The three groups of redeemed are the people
who feared and believed the predictions concerning the
rising of the seventh plagued angel, instead of accepting
the ideals that the ruling nation of confusion (Babylon)
envisioned for the world's future.
*******
Revelation 19:6 And I heard as it were the VOICE of a
GREAT MULTITUDE{representing the voice of the third
group of redeemed within new Jerusalem}, and as the
VOICE of MANY WATERS {representing the voice of
144,000 that are represented by twenty-four elders
standing on the sea of glass within new Jerusalem}, and
as the VOICE of MIGHTY THUNDERINGS
{representing the voice of the first group of redeemed
being illustrated by four four-winged beasts and four sixwinged beasts}, saying, ALLELUIA: for the Lord God
{risen seventh plagued angel as a great light with
overflowing and spreading lake of fire from the swelled to
heaven super volcano} OMNIPOTENT reigneth {over
the complete fall of the ruling nation/USA of latter day

Babylon's kingdom}.
After the seventh plagued angel had risen from the
swelled to heaven bottomless pit, the Apostle John heard
(during the judgment) the praises of the people viewing
the judgment that had entered the ensign because they
feared and believed the visions and oracles concerning the
rising of the seventh plagued angel. Accordingly, the first
group and second group of redeemed will have learned the
new song (everlasting gospel) during new Pentecost,
which they proclaimed to save the great multitude before
the seventh plagued angel had risen as a great light with a
rising lake of fire. John heard the praising voice of a great
multitude (third group of redeemed), the praising voice of
many waters (representing the 144,000/second group of
redeemed), and the praising voice of mighty thunderings
(representing the first group of redeemed). After the three
groups of redeemed (that have been viewing what has
been revealed during the time of the judgment) saw the
seventh plagued angel's written visions and oracles replay
the fall of the USA's capital and nation when a lake of fire
was overflowing and spreading throughout the land and
world, the three groups of redeemed will say that the Lord
God (seventh plagued angel) omnipotent is reigning over
the destroyed kingdom of latter day Babylon.
*******
Revelation 19:7 Let US {three groups of redeemed within

new Jerusalem that have been viewing the time of the
judgment} be glad and rejoice, and give honor to HIM
{seventh plagued angel}: for the MARRIAGE of the
LAMB {latter day Moses' message} is come, and his
WIFE {being new Jerusalem that is represented by the
first group and second group of redeemed} hath MADE
HERSELF READY {when the swelled to heaven super
volcano's mouth was full of a lake of fire but not yet
overflowing}.
The three groups of redeemed are to be glad and give
honor to the risen seventh plagued angel (God) when the
swelled to heaven super volcano's immense mouth is full
of a lake of fire but not yet overflowing. At that time, the
risen seventh plagued angel is equated with an intensely
bright light above the swelled to heaven super volcano.
When the swelled to heaven super volcano's mouth is full
of a lake of fire but not yet overflowing throughout the
land, a great whirlwind of fire (representing new
Jerusalem) will materialize around the high mountain of
the super volcano. At that time, new Jerusalem will be
dressed in the intensely bright light (equated with white
linen) emanating from the high and immense mountain
full of a lake of fire. At that time, new Jerusalem will be
ready to gather into her the great multitude (third group of
redeemed).
The first group of redeemed is represented by new
Jerusalem's foundations, while the second group of

redeemed is represented by the walls of new Jerusalem.
Accordingly, new Jerusalem is the wife of the Lamb
(message/Lamb of latter day new
Yahshua/Moses/Solomon) because the message (Lamb) of
the everlasting gospel that the first group and second
group of redeemed proclaim for five months gives birth to
a great multitude of their spiritual children.

*******
Revelation 19:8 And to HER {new Jerusalem
representing the first group of redeemed equaling 12000,
and second group of redeemed equaling 144,000} was
GRANTED {from the time the seventh plagued angel has
risen when the swelled to heaven super volcano is full of a
lake of fire} that she should be arrayed in FINE LINEN
{being the seventh plagued angel's intensely bright
light/ensign}, CLEAN and WHITE {the intensely bright
light and tremendous heat emanating from the 40-mile
wide mouth full of a lake of fire ensures the light is
pure/holy and clean}: for the FINE LINEN is the
righteousness of SAINTS {the believers of the seventh
plagued angel's visions and oracles are righteous, hence
they are clothed with the same pure and clean white light
of the seventh plagued angel}.
New Jerusalem (representing the first group and second

group of redeemed) will be dressed in fine linen clean and
white linen at the time the seventh plagued angel has risen
as a great light with a lake of fire, that has filled the
swelled to heaven super volcano. The fine linen clean and
white linen represents the visions and oracles written on
the seventh plagued angel and is also equated with the
intensely bright light emanating from the swelled to
heaven super volcano when it is full of a lake of fire but
not overflowing throughout the land.
The latter day people who reject the USA's ideals (mark of
the beast) that the USA envisions for the world's future
will be righteous for fearing and believing the seventh
plagued angel's visions and oracles (mark/seal of God)
concerning this world's future.
*******
Revelation 19:9 And HE {ending of the sixth plagued
angel that also reveals the beginning of the seventh
plagued angel} saith unto me, WRITE, BLESSED are
THEY {great multitude/third latter day group of
redeemed} which are CALLED unto the MARRIAGE
SUPPER {new Feast of Tabernacles} of the LAMB
{message/Lamb of the latter day messenger}. And he
saith unto me, THESE {these written words in the Book
of Revelation pertaining to the scroll of life’s predictions}
are the TRUE SAYINGS OF GOD {seventh plagued

angel}.
The ending of the sixth plagued angel tells the Apostle
John to write that the people who are called unto the
marriage supper (representing the Feast of Tabernacles)
are blessed. From the time the swelled to heaven super
volcano is full of a lake of fire but not yet overflowing, the
Bride (new Jerusalem, representing the first group and
second group of redeemed) will have become ready and
becomes the Lamb's (message of the latter day messenger)
bride. From that time, a great multitude (third group of
redeemed) will be called out from all nations of the world
to enter the fiery ensign and keep the new latter day Feast
of Tabernacles.
In the past type, the barley harvest (representing the first
group of redeemed) was commemorated in the first month
during the old Passover feast. Seven weeks later was the
old Feast of Weeks, which commemorated the wheat
harvest (representing the second group of redeemed). In
the seventh month was the old Day of Atonement
(representing the earthquake that temporarily causes
smoke and ash to erupt from the bottomless, which is the
beginning of the three and a half days of the sign of Jonah.
Four days (equated with the 3½ days that the two
witnesses' predictions are lying dead after the 2300-day
period) after the old Day of Atonement was the old Feast
of Tabernacles, equated with the time when the risen

seventh plagued angel with a lake of fire that is
overflowing and spreading throughout the land and world
and causing great hailstones and many thousands of
whirlwinds of fire to feast on the seven-headed ten-horned
beast of latter day Babylon's kingdom during the new
Feast of Tabernacles. The old Israelite people would wave
palm leaves during the old Feast of Tabernacles
commemorating the fruit harvest (representing the third
group of redeemed).
Zecharia 14:20 And if the family of Egypt go not up, and
come not, that have NO RAIN {time of famine}; there
shall be THE PLAGUE, wherewith the Lord {risen
seventh plagued angel} will smite the heathen that come
not up to keep the {new} FEAST OF TABERNACLES
{when the spreading lake of fire causes thousands of
whirlwinds of fire and great hailstones to fall and devour
the kingdom of latter day Babylon}.
Zecharia 14:19 This shall be the punishment of Egypt,
and the punishment of ALL NATIONS that come NOT UP
{to the fiery ensign of light over the swelled to heaven
super volcano full of a lake of fire but not yet
overflowing} to keep the {new} FEAST OF
TABERNACLES {when the overflowing and spreading
lake of fire causes thousands of whirlwinds of fire and
great hailstones to devour the kingdom of latter day
Babylon}.

Isaiah 66:10 Rejoice ye with {new}Jerusalem
{representing the first group and second group of
redeemed from the time the swelled to heaven super
volcano is full of a lake of fire} and be glad with her, all
YE {representing the great multitude} that love her:
rejoice for joy with her, all ye that mourn for her:
Isaiah 66:11 That YE {great multitude} may suck, and be
satisfied with the breasts of her consolations; that ye may
MILK OUT {by accepting the everlasting gospel during
the time when the super volcano is erupting smoke and
ash for five months}, and be delighted with the
abundance of her glory {intensely bright light}.
Isaiah 66:12 For thus saith the LORD {seventh plagued
angel that represents the two combined witnesses written
on the last small part of the scroll of life}, Behold, I
{seventh plagued angel} will extend peace to HER
{representing the first group and second group of
redeemed} like a river, and the glory of the GENTILES
{third latter day group of redeemed} like a flowing
stream: then shall ye suck, YE {spiritual gentiles/great
multitude} shall be borne upon her sides, and be dandled
upon her knees.
Isaiah 66:13 As one whom his mother comforteth, so will
I {risen seventh plagued angel reigning on the high new
mount Zion full of a lake of fire within new Jerusalem}
comfort you; and YE {great multitude} shall be comforted

in {new} Jerusalem.
Isaiah 66:14 And when YE {great multitude} see THIS
{the ensign above new Jerusalem}, your heart shall
rejoice, and your bones shall flourish like an herb: and
the HAND {right hand/first witness and left hand/second
witness} of the LORD {seventh plagued angel} shall be
known toward HIS {seventh plagued angel's} SERVANTS
{the first group and second group of redeemed that
proclaimed the everlasting gospel and then were joined in
proclaiming the everlasting gospel by the people of the
third group of redeemed}, and his indignation toward HIS
{seventh plagued angel's} ENEMIES {these enemies
reject and hate the predictions concerning the rising of the
seventh plagued angel}.
Isaiah 66:15 For, behold, the LORD {rising of the seventh
plagued angel} will come with FIRE {rising lake of fire
from the swelled to heaven bottomless pit/super volcano},
and with his CHARIOTS {whirlwinds of fire} like a
whirlwind, to render his anger with fury, and his rebuke
with flames of fire.
Isaiah 66:16 For by FIRE {lake of fire} and by his
SWORD {one sword with two edges/two witnesses'
predictions} will the LORD {seventh plagued angel}
PLEAD {when the firt group and second group proclaim
the everlasting gospel} with all flesh: and the SLAIN
{who rejected the message of the everlasting gospel and

did not enter new Jerusalem before the lake of fire
overflowed and spread throughout the land and world} of
the LORD {risen seventh plagued angel that is as a
glorious light emanating from an immense lake of fire that
overflows and spreads throughout the world} shall be
many.
*******
Revelation 19:10 And I {Apostle John} fell at HIS
{ending of the sixth plagued angel that is revealing the
seventh plagued angel} feet to worship him. And he said
unto me, See thou DO IT NOT: I am THY
FELLOWSERVANT, and of THY BRETHREN that
have the TESTIMONY {message} OF {latter day new}
JESUS {latter day Moses/Solomon}: worship God
{seventh plagued angel}: for the TESTIMONY
{message} of {latter day new} JESUS {latter day
Moses/Solomon} is the SPIRIT {mind/spirit that is full}
of PROPHECY {true predictions}.
The Apostle John fell down to worship before the ending
of the sixth plagued angel’s feet. He was admonished not
to do this because the ending of this sixth plagued angel
represents a vision and oracle written near the end of the
last small part of the scroll of life. The ending of the sixth
plagued angel reveals the beginning of the last small part
(equated with the seventh plagued angel) of the scroll of

life.
The visions and oracles written on the sixth plagued angel
are as a manservant to the brethren, who represent the first
group (priests) of redeemed and the second group of
144,000 (elders) redeemed. It is latter day Moses
(Solomon) who personally reveals his new message to
these latter day brethren. John was told to worship God,
that represents the seventh plagued angel. The latter day
redeemed receive the testimony of who latter day new
Jesus (latter day Moses) is when they believe the new law
(four visions of the first witness and six visions of the last
witness) and the testimony that is written on these four
parts and six parts and revealed by latter day Moses'
message. When the redeemed receive the testimony
(message) of latter day new Jesus, they will then have the
true spirit (mind) of prophecy (predictions) for our day.
In a past type, Yahshua (Jesus) prophesied for 1260 days
(3½ years) and was crucified. While he was crucified but
still alive, a volcano erupted causing an earthquake and
temporary darkness by the erupted smoke and ash.
Thereafter when sunlight shone as the smoke dissipated,
he died while on the cross. His dead body was thereafter
placed in a tomb during the 3½ days of the sign of Jonah.
A bright angel descended from heaven and caused a great
earthquake when its feet touched the ground. This great
earthquake marked the resurrection of old Yahshua, John
the Baptist, and many saints of Old Testament generations.

These things that happened reveal what happens in the
latter days
The time we are living in is the latter days before the
world ends. Latter day new Jesus' final 1260-day ministry,
before the new sign of Jonah begins, parallels the ministry
of old Yahshua. Latter day new Yahshua prophesies for
1260 days of what the two witnesses have already seen
happen during these 1260 days (see Revelation 11:9).
During that time, latter day Babylon is reigning during its
third and final period.
After 3½ years of old Jesus' ministry, his ministry was
dead and totally rejected when the earthquake of the
erupted volcano only caused temporary darkness as
sunlight shone when the darkness dissipated. Thereafter he
died and lay in a tomb during the 3½ days of his death and
the death of his ministry. Accordingly, latter day new
Yahshua's ministry – pertaining to his message that also
prophesies of the super volcano exploding after the latter
day sign of Jonah – is totally rejected (lying dead) for 3½
days after 1260 days of prophesying of what the two
witnesses have already seen happen (see Revelation 11:9).
The reason why latter day new Yahshua's ministry will be
lying dead and totally rejected is that the super volcano
will erupt with an earthquake, as smoke and ash
momentarily erupt and then the super volcano seemingly
goes dormant. This will seem that the prophecy of the
super volcano erupting smoke and ash for five months and

then erupting and filling with a lake of fire that overflows
and covers the world has totally failed.
As Yahshua was dead with his ministry for 3½ days, so
latter day new Yahshua's message of what the two
witnesses had prophesied for 1260 days will be lying dead
for 3½ days from the time the super volcano seemingly
goes dormant after momentarily erupting smoke and ash
in the USA (see Revelation 11:11).
In the past type at the end of the 3½ days of the sign of
Jonah, a glorious angel caused an earthquake when it
descended to Earth to resurrect old Yahshua. In the latter
days after 3½ of the new sign of Jonah, the top of the
super volcano explodes, as a great earthquake descends
from the top of the super volcano's mount and causes
smoke and ash to erupt for five months.
In the past type when the descended angel from heaven
caused an earthquake when its feet touched the ground,
old Yahshua, John the Baptist, and many saints resurrected
from death to life and health. In our day when the great
earthquake descends from the top of the exploded super
volcano and opens the bottomless pit (that begins erupting
smoke and ash that lasts for five months), the resurrection
to life and health of all the dead that died in all
generations happens. Among these resurrected people are
all patriarchs, prophets, messiah's, apostles, and disciples
of all generations, including people that were translated

without dying or people that died and were resurrected.
In the past type, during the 50 days of the old Pentecost,
Yahshua's apostles and disciples learned a new song
(gospel) pertaining to them prophesying to all nations to
convert a multitude of people. Thereafter at the beginning
of the 50th day (counting from the day old Yahshua died)
was the old day of Pentecost. On the day of the old
Pentecost, the apostles and disciples of old Yahshua
received power from the Holy Spirit to gather, from all
nations, converts to old Yahshua's Gospel. In our day,
during the 50 days of new Pentecost, all patriarchs,
prophets, messiah's, apostles, and disciples of all
generations learn a new song (the everlasting gospel)
pertaining to them prophesying to all nations for five
months to gather a great multitude of people before the
lake of fire rises in the swelled to heaven super volcano
and overflows and spreads to cover the world. On the 50th
day (counting from the day the super volcano temporarily
erupted at the beginning of the latter day new sign of
Jonah) is the new day of Pentecost, which is the same day
the 1335th day mentioned in Daniel 12:12 happens. On the
day of new Pentecost, all patriarchs, prophets, messiah's,
apostles, and disciples of all generations receive the power
of the Holy Spirit, which gives them power to prophesy in
all languages to make ready the third group (great
multitude) of redeemed that enter the ensign when it
manifests. New Jerusalem becomes ready to receive the

great multitude when it manifests as a huge tornado of
fire, that surrounds the swelled to heaven super volcano
full of an immense lake of fire that generates an intense
light (ensign) above and around it.
*******
Revelation 19:11 And I saw HEAVEN {being the sky
above the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of
fire} OPENED {a great explosion that causes an
earthquake such as never happened causes the lake of fire
to overflow and spread from the swelled to heaven super
volcano}, and behold a WHITE HORSE {representing
the exploding swelled to heaven super volcano}; and HE
{risen and spreading seventh plagued angel} that sat
upon HIM {white horse} was called FAITHFUL and
TRUE, and in RIGHTEOUSNESS he doth JUDGE and
MAKE WAR {on the great day of Armageddon warring
with the false prophet/USA and the kingdom of latter day
Babylon}.
The Apostle John saw heaven opened and a rider on a
white horse descending to make war. This vision is of the
swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire that
explodes (represented as a white horse), as the risen
seventh plagued angel (rider) rises as an intensely bright
white light with the overflowing lake of fire to war with
the USA and the kingdom of latter day Babylon. At the
explosion of the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a

lake of fire, the seventh plagued angel begins to overthrow
all nations as a rider on white horse.
During the judgment, it is revealed that the vision and
oracle of the rider on his white horse is faithful, true and
righteous. The judgment will also show how the USA's
ideals that the USA envisioned for the world's future
blasphemed against the seventh plagued angel's vision as
being unfaithful, untrue, and unrighteous. During the
judgment, the rider on his white horse is faithfully, truly,
and righteously replayed to happen just as it originally
took place.
*******
Revelation 19:12 His {risen seventh plagued angel}
EYES {representing the first witness' light/right eye and
second witness' light/left eye} were as a FLAME OF
FIRE {representing the lake of fire}, and on HIS {risen
seventh plagued angel} HEAD were MANY CROWNS
{many crowns will have been removed from the seven
heads and ten horns of the latter day Babylonian
beast/kingdom}; and HE {risen seventh plagued angel}
HAD a NAME WRITTEN {seventh plagued angel}, that
NO MAN KNEW {until the message/Lamb of latter day
Yahshua/Moses revealed it}, but HE {risen seventh
plagued angel} HIMSELF.
The risen seventh plagued angel will have overflowed and

spread to cover the whole world in a lake of fire (lava). At
that time, his two eyes are as a flame of fire as they
represent the lake of fire that spread to cover the world.
The two eyes represent the two witnesses (Michael and
Gabriel) that witnessed all things that happened, as written
on the seventh plagued angel. At the time when the world
is covered in a lake of fire, the seventh plagued angel is
then wearing the crowns that were on the seven heads and
ten horns of the latter day Babylonian beast (kingdom).
Only the message (Lamb) of latter day Yahshua could
reveal the name (seventh plagued angel) that is written on
the scroll of life of the rider on his white horse, which no
man knew but the seventh plagued angel himself.
*******
Revelation 19:13 And HE {risen seventh plagued angel
with a lake of fire that covered the world} was
CLOTHED with a {white} VESTURE DIPPED in
BLOOD {being dipped in the blood of anarchy as the lake
of fire spread throughout the world}, and HIS NAME
{seventh plagued angel} is CALLED The WORD {the
word written on the last small part of the scroll of life} of
God {seventh plagued angel is God because he recreates/
replays all things that happened in all generations, the new
Earth, and the time of the judgment}.
The seventh plagued angel had risen with a great

explosion on the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a
lake of fire, as it began to overflow and spread throughout
the world. As the seventh plagued angel spread as a lake
of fire, his white vesture and white horse were covered
with the red blood of anarchy that was plaguing the
nations because of the spreading lake of fire.
The seventh plagued angel is called the word of God
because he represents the last small part of the scroll of
life. On this last small part of the scroll of life, the two
witnesses continually write the visions and oracles of all
things that happen beginning from the time the seventh
plagued angel had risen from the swelled to heaven
bottomless pit and covered the world in a lake of fire, the
new heaven and new Earth, the time of the judgment when
each book (scroll) was opened to replay what had
happened in each generation. When the last book (scroll of
life) began to be revealed during the judgment, it replayed
what happened in the last generation. When the last small
part (equated with the seventh plagued angel) of the scroll
of life began to be revealed during the judgment, it
replayed what happened from the time the seventh
plagued angel had risen from the swelled to heaven
bottomless pit, the replay of what happened in the new
heaven and new Earth, the replay of what happened
during the judgment when all the books were opened, the
replay of the opening of the last book (scroll of life), and
the replay of the opening of the last small part of the scroll

of life that replayed the rising of the seventh plagued
angel and so on.
*******
Revelation 19:14 And the ARMIES {great hailstones}
which were in HEAVEN followed HIM {risen seventh
plagued angel that spread throughout the world as a lake
of fire} upon WHITE HORSES {representing the bright
white light around the falling great hailstones},
CLOTHED in FINE LINEN {being the intensely bright
white light emanating from the spreading lake of fire
generating intense heat}, WHITE {bright light} and
CLEAN {the light is pure/holy as it is generated by the
tremendous purifying heat of the immense lake of fire
spreading throughout the world} .
When the risen seventh plagued angel is spreading
throughout the world as an immense lake of fire, the
tremendous heat generated by the lake of fire creates great
hailstones to rain upon the place where the lake of fire
(lava) has spread.
The falling great hailstones look white, as they fly from
heaven (sky) to the Earth through the intense light
generated by the lake of fire, as if they are riding on white
horses. The spreading immense lake of fire creates
tremendous heat that nothing unclean can defile it or its
bright white pure light. This bright white clean light

clothes the great hailstones, just as the visions and oracles
written on the last small part (equated with the seventh
plagued angel) of the scroll of life clothes the redeemed
with fine linen clean and white because they believed the
visions of the seventh plagued angel and entered the
ensign of new Jerusalem.
Isaiah 30:26 Moreover the LIGHT {visions} of the
{spiritual} MOON {representing the first witness' written
visions on the last small part of the scroll of life's seventh
part} shall be as the LIGHT {brightness of seven nights of
moonlight} of the sun, and the LIGHT {visions}of the
{spiritual} SUN {representing the last witness' visions
written on the last small part of the scroll of life's seventh
part} shall be SEVENFOLD {seven times as bright}, as
the light of SEVEN DAYS {referring to seven parts/seven
seals of the scroll of life}, in the day that the LORD {risen
seventh plagued angel} bindeth up the breach of HIS
{seventh plagued angel's} people, and healeth the stroke
of their wound {when the kingdom of latter day Babylon
falls}.
*******
Revelation 19:15 And out of HIS {the written vision of
the rider with blood-covered white garments riding his
blood-covered white horse} MOUTH {representing the
immense 40-mile wide mouth of the swelled to heaven
super volcano overflowing with a spreading lake of fire}

goeth a SHARP SWORD {representing the sword of
anarchy}, that with it he should SMITE the NATIONS
{of latter day Babylon's kingdom}: and HE {vision of the
rider with blood-stained garments on his blood-covered
horse} shall rule THEM {all nations that refused to enter
the ensign} with a ROD OF IRON {iron sword/rod of
anarchy}: and he TREADETH the WINEPRESS
{representing a terrible time of anarchy, making red the
white garments of the rider/risen and spreading seventh
plagued angel} of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty
God {the immense seventh plagued angel that rose from
the swelled to heaven super volcano to spread as a lake of
fire throughout the world}.
The seventh plagued angel represents the last small part of
the scroll of life, that is written by the two witnesses
(Michael and Gabriel). During the judgment, the seventh
plagued angel replays the time when the lake of lava is
overflowing and spreading throughout the world, just as
the two witnesses had originally witnessed that event
happening. Accordingly, the replay of that event as written
by two witnesses is as a two edge sword being revealed
from the mouth (written visions and oracles) of the
seventh plagued angel.
The mouth of the seventh plagued angel also represents
the immense mouth of the swelled to heaven super
volcano. From this immense mouth upon the high
mountain of the super volcano flows the lake of fire

throughout the world. The sword is double edged to
illustrate that the vision that replays the rider with red
garments is according to what the two witnesses saw
happening and wrote on the last small part of the scroll of
life.
The sword refers to a terrible time of anarchy that plagues
the nations that the lake of fire is moving through. As the
seventh plagued angel {Almighty God) rises from the
swelled to heaven bottomless pit and moves as an
immense lake of fire throughout the world, he will rule the
nations (that did not enter the ensign) with a rod of iron,
bringing a terrible time of anarchy. The nations and
peoples that are killed during a terrible time of anarchy
will have been likened to bad grapes {full of the great
whore's wine/ideals) trodden in a wine press by the rider
with blood-covered garments on his blood-covered white
horse.
*******
Revelation 19:16 And HE {seventh plagued angel} hath
on his VESTURE {the vesture represents this vision
written on the last small part of the scroll of life by the
first witness} and on his THIGH {the thigh represents
this same vision written on the last small part of the scroll
of life by the last witness} A NAME WRITTEN {on the
last small part of the scroll of life}, KING {King/rider
with blood-covered white garments as written by the first

witness} of KINGS {the kings of the fallen kingdom of
latter day Babylon}, and LORD {Lord/rider with bloodcovered white garments as written by the last witness} of
LORDS {the lords of the fallen latter day Babylonian
kingdom}.
The vision of the rider with blood-covered white garments
had one name written on the top part (vesture) of his
clothing, and one name written on the bottom part (thigh)
of his clothing. The name on the top part of his bloodcovered clothing is King of kings. The reason is that this
name written on the vesture represents the first witness'
vision written on the last small part of the scroll of life
concerning this rider with blood-stained white garments,
that becomes King over all kings/kingdoms of latter day
Babylon's kingdom with his rod of iron according to the
first witness. The name on the bottom part of the bloodcovered clothing of the rider on his blood-covered white
horse is Lord of lords. The reason is that this name written
on the thigh represents the last witness' vision written on
the last small part of the scroll of life concerning the rider
with blood-stained garments. This rider with bloodcovered white garments on his blood-covered white horse
becomes Lord of latter day Babylon's lords with his rod
(two edged sword) of iron (representing a terrible time of
anarchy), according to the last witness.
*******

Revelation 19:17 And I saw an ANGEL {this angel/star
represents the vision of the risen seventh plagued angel}
STANDING {as an intensely bright light above the
swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire ready
to overflow and spread} in the SUN {the intense light
emanating from the lake of fire in the swelled to heaven
immense 40-mile wide mouth of the super volcano is
brighter than sunlight}; and HE {risen seventh plagued
angel} cried with a LOUD VOICE {as the swelled to
heaven super volcano explodes with a loud voice of
thunder, causing a great earthquake such as never
happened}, saying to all the FOWLS {great hailstones}
that fly in the midst of HEAVEN {atmosphere}, Come
and gather yourselves together unto the SUPPER {time
of the new Feast of Tabernacles} of the great God {risen
seventh plagued angel that overflows and spreads as a lake
of fire};
The angel (star) standing in the sun represents a written
vision that reveals the time when the seventh plagued
angel has risen from the swelled to heaven bottomless pit.
At that time, a lake of fire will have filled the immense
40-mile wide mouth of the super volcano (bottomless pit).
The intense light emanating from the immense lake of fire
is so bright that it is as a bright star above the swelled to
heaven super volcano. This intensely bright light is
brighter than the sun's sunlight in Earth's sky. At that time,
all three groups of redeemed will have already entered the

ensign to be within new Jerusalem before the lake of fire
overflows and spreads throughout the world.
The risen seventh plagued angel as a bright light above the
swelled to heaven super volcano cries with a loud sound
of thunder. This loud sound of thunder happens when the
swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire
explodes with a deafening sound of thunder. The massive
explosion causes a great earthquake such as never
happened, as the lake of lava overflows and spreads
throughout the world. The loud sound of thunder is as the
voice of the seventh plagued angel that tells the great
hailstones (figurative fowls) to fall from the sky (heaven)
and destroy the kingdom of latter day Babylon.
The destruction of latter day Babylon's kingdom
represents the new Feast of Tabernacles, which is the
marriage supper of the Lamb (message of latter day new
Yahshua/Solomon) and Bride (new Jerusalem is
represented by the first group and second group of
redeemed) that the great multitude (third group of
redeemed) were invited by the great God (seventh plagued
angel) to attend.
*******
Revelation 19:18 That YE {spiritual fowls/great
hailstones} may eat the FLESH {buildings and
infrastructure} of KINGS{kingdoms/nations}, and the

FLESH {buildings and infrastructure} of CAPTAINS
{leading nations}, and the FLESH{buildings and
infrastructure} of MIGHTY MEN {mighty nations}, and
the FLESH{buildings and infrastructure} of HORSES
{cities}, and of THEM {leaderships} that sit on them,
and the FLESH {buildings and infrastructure} of ALL
MEN {all nations in the land of spiritual Canaan and
world}, both free and bond, both small and great.
As the lake of fire spreads from within the USA
throughout the world, the tremendous heat will create
great hailstones (spiritual fowls) that continually rain upon
the nations of the world, beginning with the USA. These
raining great hailstones will destroy the infrastructure and
buildings (spiritual flesh) of kingdoms, destroy the
infrastructure and buildings (spiritual flesh) of ruling
nations (spiritual kings), destroy the infrastructure and
buildings (spiritual flesh) of leading nations (spiritual
captains), destroy the infrastructure and buildings
(spiritual flesh) of strong nations (spiritual mighty men),
destroy the infrastructure and buildings (spiritual flesh) of
cities (spiritual horses) and leaderships (spiritual riders),
whether these nations are small or big, free or captive.
*******
Revelation 19:19 And I saw the BEAST {kingdom of
latter day Babylon}, and the KINGS {kingdoms} of the
EARTH {land of spiritual Canaan}, and their ARMIES

{peoples}, gathered together to make WAR {resist}
against HIM {risen seventh plagued angel} that sat on
the {white} HORSE {intense white light over the swelled
to heaven super volcano filled with a lake of fire, as it
begins to overflow and spread}, and against HIS {risen
seventh plagued angel's} ARMY {army of great
hailstones}.
The latter day seven-headed ten-horned beast of Babylon's
kingdom (union of nations led by the USA) will be ready
to war (resist) with the swelled to heaven super volcano in
the latter day battle of Armageddon. Latter day Babylon's
kingdom will be ready to use their resources in an attempt
to overcome the swelled to heaven super volcano, as the
lake of fire begins to overflow and spread from the
immense mouth of the swelled to heaven super volcano.
*******
Revelation 19:20 And the {seven-headed ten-horned in
spiritual Canaan} BEAST {kingdom of the union of
nations led by the USA} was TAKEN, and with him the
FALSE PROPHET {being the USA/lamb-like beast that
prophesied falsely to the nations concerning the ideals that
the USA envisioned for the world's future} that
WROUGHT MIRACLES {USA's technological military
wonders} before HIM {seven-headed ten-horned
beast/union of nations}, with which HE {false
prophet/USA} DECEIVED THEM {union of nations

dwelling in spiritual Canaan} that had RECEIVED the
MARK {spiritual wine cup full of the USA’s
ideals/spiritual wine that it envisions for the world's
future} of the BEAST {union of nations that united and
agreed to enforce the USA's ideals on a rogue nation,
ruling as the number seven kingdom}, and them that
WORSHIPPED his IMAGE {same union of nations that
again united and agreed to enforce the USA's ideals on a
rogue nation, ruling as the number eight kingdom}. These
both {seven-headed ten-horned Babylonian beast/union of
nations and false prophet/USA} were cast ALIVE {hence
still functioning as a nation} into a {spreading} LAKE
OF FIRE {overflowing and spreading from the swelled to
heaven super volcano in the USA} burning with
brimstone {lava}.
Before the super volcano opened and before the lake of
fire overflows and spreads throughout the land, the USA is
the false prophet that prophesies falsely of peace and
safety for the foreseeable future (according to the USA's
ideals that it envisions for the world's future), instead of
accepting the two witnesses' written visions and oracles
that have already witnessed how this world ends.
The USA enforces its vision (wine cup) for the world's
future using its technological military wonders (miracles)
on a non complying nation. This overwhelming show of
force (fire from the heavens) deceives the union of nations
to unite and accept (spiritually take the wine cup) and

think (having spiritually drunk the wine/ideals) like the
USA's leadership by enforcing the USA's ideals on any
non complying nation. After the union of nations united
and agreed (took the spiritual wine cup) to think
(spiritually drunk on the spiritual wine) like the USA's
leadership and enforce the USA's ideals as the number
seven kingdom, they then had the mark (way of
thinking/spiritual wine) of the latter day Babylonian
(confused) beast (kingdom/union of nations) written on
their forehead (leadership's way of thinking). Before the
super volcano is opened, the same union of nations are
again deceived by the USA's military wonders to unite and
rule as the number eight kingdom, enforcing the false
prophet's (USA's) visions on any non complying nation
until the super volcano explodes and erupts smoke and ash
for five moths. The number eight ruling kingdom (union
of nations) is the image (exact likeness) of the number
seven kingdom (union of nations).
The risen seventh plagued angel will be as a lake of fire
overflowing and spreading from the swelled to heaven
super volcano. At the same time the armies of great
hailstones will be raining upon the land. The nations that
received the mark (way of thinking that blasphemes
against the two witnesses written visions and oracles) of
the latter day Babylonian beast and worshiped its image
(exact likeness), having been deceived by the false
prophet's (USA's leadership's) vision for the world's

future, will end up in the spreading lake of fire that covers
the world. These nations were still functioning (alive) as a
nation when these living nations were immersed in a
spreading lake of fire.
*******
Revelation 19:21 And the REMNANT {pertaining to all
remaining nations} were slain with the SWORD {of
anarchy} of HIM {seventh plagued angel} that sat upon
the HORSE {white horse of intensely bright light}, which
SWORD proceeded out of HIS {risen seventh plagued
angel's} MOUTH {equated with the immense mouth of
the swelled to heaven super volcano overflowing and
spreading with a lake of fire}: and all the FOWLS {great
hailstones} were filled with THEIR {nations'} FLESH
{referring to buildings and infrastructure}.
The remaining nations of latter day Babylon's kingdom
not yet in the spreading lake of fire will be slain according
to the written visions and oracles written on the last small
part of the scroll of life, as witnessed by the two witnesses'
(equated with two edges of one sword). These visions and
oracles replay how the remnant of nations were killed by
the risen seventh plagued angel's sword of anarchy, as it
issued from the seventh plagued angel's immense 40-mile
wide mouth upon the swelled to heaven super volcano. He
is as a spreading lake of fire emanating an intensely bright
white light, which he rides throughout the world. As the

lake of lava spreads throughout the nations, great
hailstones (fowls) will be destroying the buildings and
infrastructure (flesh) of nations.

